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Since its authorization by Congress in 2000, NORA
has aggressively pursued its mission of improving the
oilheating experience for its customers while driving
technological innovation and technical education.
The National Oilheat Research Alliance (NORA) was established by
an Act of Congress in 2000. Through a referendum of the industry,
NORA was put in place in 2001. Over the past 17 years, NORA has
been the leading voice for the oilheating industry and its consumers.
Two of NORA’s most impactful industry initiatives are:

1

The industry transition from a fossil-fuel-based product with sulfur
levels of 2,000 ppm to a product with essentially no sulfur (less

than 15 ppm) blended with biodiesel.
This has led to a very clean, partially
renewable fuel with a reduced carbon
footprint while lowering greenhouse
gases, and reducing the service
demands of the heating equipment.

2

The ongoing elevation of industry
technical education that includes

an online “learning” website that
allows and encourages technicians
to continuously upgrade their level of expertise to provide consumers
with the most efficient, reliable, clean and safe heating available.
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NORA’s activities are

varied...all with the goal of improving
the oilheat product for it’s consumers

NORA’s central office in Alexandria,

To that end, Mr. Huber is deeply

on providing the oilheat customer the

VA and its research laboratory in

involved in NORA’s research and

best service possible.

Plainview, New York have had a very

development projects; working

active 2017.

with Dr. Butcher to define research
priorities, develop projects, attract

The primary goals of the central office

industry partners and others in the

are to maintain a strong research

industry to ensure meaningful R&D.

The research and development
program is led by Dr. Tom Butcher.
Dr. Butcher is a part time employee
with NORA and splits his time at
Brookhaven National Laboratory.

and development program and to
ensure that education of the industry

Equally important is NORA’s

At NORA he supervises two full

is easily accessible and of the highest

commitment to having the best

time employees, who have degrees

quality.

trained technicians in the field

in engineering. NORA’s research

through education and its Certi-

program revolves around three main

To accomplish this, NORA opened

fied Technician program. NORA

program areas, development of

a joint lab and training facility in

is also committed to bring new

biofuels, improvements in the energy

Plainview, New York headed by Lab

talent into the industry. To that

efficiency of appliances, and evalu-

Director Dr. Thomas Butcher. NORA

end, maintaining and supporting

added two interns from the State

ating the performance of current fuels

the Bronze entry level certification

and equipment.

University of New York at Stony Brook
to assist in research. In the summer

program is vital.
NORA recognizes the challenges of

of 2017 these interns were replaced

NORA has an online testing system

with two new interns who subse-

greenhouse gases and their impact

for technicians which is supple-

quently became full-time employees.

on the planet and the need for this

mented with paper test taking

industry to respond aggressively and

and grading. Technicians are in a

reduce emissions for home heating.

position to monitor their account,

Thus, developing a path to a renew-

obtain CEUs in an on-line portal and

able fuel is key.

The NORA central office, located in
Alexandria, VA is led by John Huber,
NORA’s president whose primary
roles are to ensure the efficient
administration of the Alliance, translate the wishes of the Board of Directors into action and provide support
for each aspect of the program.

improve their skills. Additionally,
NORA has an advanced program

NORA has worked with the National

for technicians who have shown

Biodiesel Board on the develop-

excellence and are committed to

ment of standard fuels including B-5

taking additional courses. These

Bioheat® and B-20 Bioheat® Plus®

certification programs are focused

(the 5 and 20 represent the amount
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of biodiesel in the fuel). However,

Energy efficiency is the second leg

electricity. Unfortunately, the

to reach the goals of the states

of the stool. Most oilheating equip-

production and distribution of

where oilheat is sold, will require

ment is rated in the mid-to high

electricity reduces the actual overall

moving into much higher blends—

80% range. However, NORA’s in-use

efficiency of the product. NORA is

even moving to a B-100. It may also

study found that appliances heating

require the use of next generation

homes typically perform well below

fuels.

their rated values. Thus, NORA has

NORA’s roles is to carefully evaluate
the different fuels at varying blends
and determine whether they are
usable in the equipment in the
field. This requires a lab analysis
of the fuels and how they would

focused on improving the in-use
efficiency of heating appliances.
Many home heating systems use
a boiler to heat the living space as
well as the domestic water. As a
result, these systems operate very

perform in the oilheat environment.

efficiently in the winter. However,

Additionally, NORA reviews how

in the summer, they can be very

the materials that the fuel would

inefficient due to high standby

interact with and its combustion

losses. NORA partnered with a

properties behave and whether low-

boiler manufacturer to improve the

cost modifications to the fuel or the

efficiency of these systems.

system can be made.
Additionally, NORA has worked on
NORA also looks to other fuels as

cutting edge technology to make

possible solutions to greenhouse

efficiency jumps. Heat pumps are

gases. These include biodiesel

the best way to break the 100%

derived from algae, wood and cellu-

efficiency barrier. Current heat

losic based fuels.

pumps are typically powered by

focused on developing a heat pump
that is powered, at the source, by a
renewable liquid fuel.
The third leg of the stool is
responding to the current marketplace. There are over six million
homes heated with oil, in a variety
of locations and with a variety of
heating equipment. NORA will
often be alerted to concerns in the
marketplace that may undermine
the comfort and use of oilheat
and lead to unnecessary costs to
consumers. NORA’s lab will investigate these problems, understand
the scope of the problem and work
to develop countermeasures.
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NORA Lab & Training Center, Plainview, NY

NORA activities

cover a broad range of areas at the
state, regional and national levels. The
prescribed areas of involvement are: Research, Development & Demonstration,
Consumer Education, Training & Safety, and Energy Efficiency.
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Survey of Bioheat
Distributors

®

logo; company owners, presidents

of oilheating. Classroom hours are

and general managers; and service

used to learn the critical elements

managers. A total of 139 responses

of a heating system. Topics include:

were received.

heating oil and it’s properties;

Overall, the responses do not

The National Oilheat Research
Alliance released the results of a
survey on the usage and potential
benefits and possible issues associated with the blending of traditional
heating oil with renewable biodiesel

indicate a clear technical area of

chambers; basic electricity; draft &

concern with biodiesel use. Some

venting; ignition systems; controls;

respondents indicated increased

heating systems; energy conserva-

service requirements, but the

tion; and customer service.

distribution of the areas needing

Following the classroom work, a

additional service was similar to

student must score a passing grade

those observed in surveys conducted

on a certification exam.

before biodiesel use in this market
thus, not showing causation.

used seamlessly across the oilheat
market. Some oilheat fuel marketers

In order to upgrade from Bronze
to the Silver level, technicians must
complete 20 hours of continuing

for home heat use. Currently, 5%
biodiesel blends (B-5) are being

oil tanks; nozzles; combustion

NORA
Certifications

education (CEUs) and work in the
field for three years. Once the CEUs
and field work are completed, the

are delivering 20% biodiesel (B-20)

certification will be upgraded from

to all of their customers and a few

Bronze to Silver for a five year

are delivering even higher blends.

period. During that five year window,

This blending has led to concerns
about the impact on reliability and
service.

To elevate and standardize Oilheat
technician training, NORA offers
levels of certification ranging from

Biodiesel is a well-defined

a minimum of 24 NORA approved
CEUs must be earned to keep the
Silver Certification active.

the entry level Bronze and up to the

Silver Certification

standard fuel with quality programs

advanced Gold. In between is the

The Silver Certification program is

in place. The stability of this fuel

Silver certification for experienced

designed for Oilheat technicians who

has been thoroughly studied.

technicians, the “workhorse” certifi-

already have three or more years

However, it is a relatively new fuel

cation. In addition, there is a certifi-

experience in the field. Except for

and to evaluate the impact that

cation for oil storage tank installation

those upgrading from Bronze, an

biodiesel use is having on service

and maintenance.

exam must be passed before the

requirements, an on-line survey
was completed in 2016. This is an

Bronze Certification

update of a similar study conducted

The Bronze Certification is for

in 2012-2013.

those who are entry level and

The 2016 use survey was sent to
three identified groups, including
companies which have registered
as users of the Bioheat (biodiesel
®

blends for heating applications)

have minimal field experience. The
program requires a minimum of 80
hours of classroom and lab instruction at a NORA certified school.
The program is designed to teach
individuals the fundamental skills

Silver Certification is awarded.
As with the Bronze Certification, it is
active for five years and a minimum
of 24 CEUs must be earned for
recertification. NORA has developed
a comprehensive Silver Certification
Course, as well as a refresher course,
available for those taking the exam.
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Gold Certification
Gold Certification, the highest
awarded by NORA, is for those

NORA hosts
Technical Workshop

in renewable electric power production and a conversion to heat-pump
residential systems. The presenta-

wishing to move beyond basic instal-

tion underscored the need for the

lation and repair. Gold prepares

oilheat industry to plan for renew-

technicians to provide systems

able fuels and integrated renewable/

analysis, advise customers about

liquid fuel systems.
John Battaglioli, Babington

equipment needs, diagnose home
comfort problems and provide

Technologies, Rocky Mount, NC,

efficiency recommendations.

reported on the progress in the

The Gold program includes eight
modules of advanced training on: Air
Flow, Hydronics, Efficiency, Venting,
Controls, Steam, Oil Tank Installation & Maintenance as well as the
Building Performance Institute’s
program, Building Science Principles.
To achieve Gold status, technicians
are required to have a NORA Silver
certification, five years of oilheat
field experience and must successfully complete any four of NORA’s
eight advanced training module
classes.
A training manual for each
advanced module has been
published and can be used when
preparing for a seminar or as a
stand-alone self-learning guide.
As with both the Bronze and Silver,
the Gold Certification is valid for
five years and may be recertified by
achieving 24 NORA CEU’s.

development and commercializaNORA held its second Oilheat

tion of the Babington Air-Atomized

Technical Workshop in September in

burner. Babington’s approach is a

in Newport, RI. The workshop was

product with capability for modula-

held in partnership with the

tion, low firing rates and self-tuning

Southern New England Energy

of air/fuel ratio. This burner is based

Conference. John Huber, NORA

on the novel Babington atomizer

President, kicked-off the program

that has achieved success as an oil

describing the workshop’s goals as

burner for military cooking applica-

providing information on the

tions,

progress of NORA R&D programs
and to explore new ideas in an open
forum.

Jason Targoff, Novatio Engineering,
Waltham, MA, gave a presentation
on their vaporizing oil burner which

The opening address was given by

can, potentially, enable oil to be used

Arthur Marin, Director of North-

in gas-type appliances.

east States for Coordinated Air

One of the Workshop sessions was

Use Management (NESCAUM).

dedicated to biofuels. Rich Sweetser,

NESCAUM is an association of air

representing NORA, opened with

quality state agencies in the North-

a review of a recent update to the

east including, Connecticut, Maine,

analysis of the impact of biofuels

Massachusetts, New Hampshire,

on greenhouse gas emissions. He

Rhode Island, Vermont, New Jersey,

showed that at a biodiesel blend

and New York. Among NESCAUM’s

level of about 15% (B15) heating oil

missions is to assist member states

and natural gas are equivalent. At

in implementing national environ-

higher biodiesel blend levels heating

mental programs required under

oil scores better than gas.

the Clean Air Act and other federal
legislation. Marin presented a vision
for the transition of the Northeast
to carbon-neutral by 2050. This
vision includes a dramatic increase

Dr. Thomas Butcher, NORA Lab
Director, presented the results of
a field study on fuel quality, which
involved sampling from home
tanks with high (20% biodiesel and
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perhaps more) and low (5% biodiesel

biodiesel and component compat-

heat pump. This is an extension of

and below) blend levels. The study

ibility. Most of the work was prelimi-

their work on gas-fired heat pumps

also included considerable follow-

nary and Beckett indicated further

and will use the Babington oil burner

up lab analysis and studies. While

analytics were required.

in a modulating mode. The fuel-

the results showed fuel quality to

Roger Marran, Energy Kinetics

to-heat efficiency of this system
under nominal outdoor conditions

be generally good, it also uncovered

Inc., Lebanon, NJ, presented two

an interesting and strong impact of

recent company innovations that

copper exposure on results of the

were supported through the NORA

Rancimat stability test. Efforts to

R&D program. The first is a “combi”

correlate this with actual fuel quality

oil-fired boiler that produces both

did not show a strong effect. Dr.

heat and hot water. Unlike tradi-

Heating, Mt. Sinai, NY, and Rich

Butcher reported that studies in this

tional tankless coil boilers, the

Simons of Laars Heating Systems,

area are continuing.

new Ascent uses an external plate

Rochester, NH, both spoke on

heat exchanger and novel controls.

advancing controls and connectivity

National Biodiesel Board, presented

Advantages include, increased

of heating systems in the current era

results from a research study on

hot water delivery capacity and

of increasing use of wi-fi as well as

long-term biodiesel stability. This

improved efficiency. Marran also

other tools to enhance home system

explored the potential to re-additize

reviewed their technology for

efficiency, comfort and reliability.

fuels periodically in long-term

dilution venting, which enable high

storage and that storage periods up

efficiency, non-condensing boilers to

challenges associated with the

to several years were possible.

use low cost plastic vent materials.

current generation of improved

Steve Howell, representing the

Dr. Butcher also presented results

Following Marran, Dr. Butcher

is projected to be 145%, offering
the potential for a dramatic heating
efficiency improvement.
Robert O’Brien of Technical

O’Brien talked about the

controls, which includes local

of a NORA study on the impact

reviewed a NORA project to develop

displays of some operating infor-

of biodiesel blend levels on cad

a “Best Practices” guide for achieving

mation. He made a case that there

cell resistance signal. With higher

high-efficiency with tankless coil

is a need to provide to the techni-

biodiesel blend levels, cad cell resist-

boilers. This project is co-funded by

cian more interpretation of the

ance decreases, however, the burner

the New York State Energy Research

data, including diagnostic guidance

can be re-tuned, leading to lower

& Development Authority (NYSERDA).

along with steps to take and not

cad cell steady state resistance.

The work includes in-lab testing of

just the raw data, which can be

the actual performance of different

overwhelming.

Mike Casatta, Biofine LLC,
Framingham, MA, gave a talk on a
new wood-waste derived biofuel,
Ethyl Levulinate (EL). Dr. Butcher
joined Mr. Casatta to outline the
plans for a field trial of this fuel at
the 10% blend level in Maine during
the winter of 2017-2018.
Ted Olszewski, R.W. Beckett Corp.,
North Ridgeville, OH, outlined and
described a series of tests underway
at Beckett Crop. to evaluate

types of tankless coil boilers under

Simons reviewed the many

simulated use conditions. For

web-based communication tools

conventional tankless coil boilers,

currently available and the options

the hot water heating efficiency is

for getting the information to service

low - on the order of 40%. Testing of

organizations.

the new combi boiler from Energy
Kinetics is underway.
Mike Gilibrand, Stone Mountain
Technologies, Inc., Johnson City, TN,
made a presentation on their work
to develop an oil-fired absorption

The full agenda for the Workshop
and many of the presentations can
be found on the NORA website,
NORAweb.org.
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Chairman Tom
Santa Leads R&D
Expansion

The first is Neehad Islam, research
engineer. Islam joined the lab as

Kerr began working at NORA in the

an intern while he was completing

summer of 2017 as an intern.

his graduate degree in Mechanical

University with a bachelor’s degree

with inclusion of specialization in the

in Chemical & Molecular Engineering,

thermal sciences.

Kerr was hired at the NORA Lab in

excellent opportunity for Islam to
continue his education under the

CT, has been the Chairman of the

After graduating from Stony Brook

Engineering at Stony Brook University,

Working at the lab presented an

Tom Santa, Santa Energy, Bridgeport,

engineer selected by Dr. Butcher.

the summer of 2018 as a full-time
employee.
Kerr’s focus is on fuel quality. He

leadership of Dr. Butcher while

tests fuels collected from installa-

contributing to the knowledge in the

tions in the field that have shown

industry.

evidence of fuel problems. This can

Islam’s projects at NORA have

help identify anomalies such as the

National Oilheat Research Alliance

included tankless coil boilers, effects

presence of water or heavy degrada-

(NORA) since the start 2017 and is a

of biodiesel on pump operation, study

tion of the fuel.

strong advocate of oilheating

of hybrid boiler-heat pump control

research.

systems and combustion tests on

presence of copper is an issue for

When Santa took over as Chairman,

various blends of renewable fuel.

oil heating systems, as copper can

NORA’s Research Laboratory in Plain-

The research on tankless coil boilers

Kerr is currently investigating if the

accelerate the oxidative degradation

view, NY was still in its infancy.

evaluated performance parameters

of certain fuels. NORA needs to assess

With very little equipment in place,

and how their efficiency can be

whether, and to what degree, copper

and with the well regarded Dr. Tom

improved to allow them to better

actually affects the operation of a

Butcher at the helm, Santa focused

compete in the market.

system in the field.

on ensuring the industry developed

The industry’s push for biodiesel

Kerr is also helping NORA to expand

new technologies and a better under-

as an alternative, cleaner fuel has led

its study of liquid biofuels, which

standing of the industries’ problems

to investigating the performance of

could decrease oilheat’s greenhouse

and potential solutions. An active,

fuel pumps already installed in the

gas emissions without much change

scientifically sound and well respected

field. Advanced flame sensor testing

in infrastructure. Much of the focus

lab was vital to achieve this.

was conducted to evaluate the quality

is on studying heating oil/biodiesel

In addition to Dr. Butcher, a strong

of fuel cut-off in these pumps. They

blends and biodiesel alone. Addition-

team needed to be put in place,

were then dissected for wear-and-

ally, NORA is investigating other, less

preferably young talent. Dr. Butcher

tear analysis. Following the investiga-

common biofuels including Ethyl

was encouraged to develop and work

tion, pump performance, combus-

Levulinate and Renewable Diesel.

with recent graduates and promising

tion performance and emissions

Santa is proud of the team that is

students from nearby Stony Brook

data on various biodiesel blends

now assembled at the NORA labora-

University.

was compiled. This data may lead to

tory and believes they will help the

transitioning into higher biodiesel

industry to move forward. He notes

blends in heating fuel.

that the research conducted by

Two students stood out and, after
internships under Dr. Butcher, they
were added to the NORA staff.

Ryan Kerr is the second research

NORA and Brookhaven has led to the
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most important improvement in the

cations and CUEs earned along with

industry in his lifetime, the virtual

certification expiration dates.

elimination of sulfur in heating oil.

Online Bronze
& Silver Exams

Santa is confident that NORA’s
work will lead to future revolutionary
changes. He encourages heating oil
marketers to visit the lab, see what is
going on and provide even more ideas
for innovation.

Online Training
& Certification
Included in NORA’s online education
website, Learning.NORAweb.org, is
online certification testing available to
technical schools and other educational institutions. Previously, all
certification exams needed to be
completed with a paper test. The test
results often took weeks to be
NORA now has an online training

processed. Online tests provide each

website (Learning.NORAweb.org)

student/school with an instant pass/

where technicians of any certification,

fail result.

or no certification, can access online

When getting to a testing site is

training videos and manage their

not possible, NORA offers an entirely

certifications.

online testing procedure that includes

As CEUs are necessary to maintain

remote proctoring. This widely

certifications and getting to live

expands the accessibility of NORA

classes is not always possible, NORA

certification testing.

has assembled a library of 22 online

NORA certification and ongoing

video courses with accompanying

education offers benefits to the

quizzes each offering continuing

technician, the company he or she

education credits.

works for and most importantly the

Many of the videos were created by

homeowner who is assured quality

NORA and others have been produced

service through highly trained techni-

by manufacturers of heating equip-

cians.

ment and approved by NORA.
Managing a certification is simple as
each user’s account shows all certifi-
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Samples of state activities and programs

State activities

NORA is an alliance of more than
twenty-one state and local associations
representing heating oil marketers across the U.S. Each state association is
qualified to request rebates from NORA for programs that meet the criteria
of the NORA Statute. These programs all operate under the four tenants of
NORA: Research, Development & Demonstration, Consumer Education Safety
& Training, and Energy Efficiency.
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CONNECTICUT
Along with its priorities of promoting Bioheat® to Connecticut customers and making equipment rebates
available to help homeowners improve their energy efficiency, CEMA
continued to focus on the real estate
community as a target audience for
its NORA activities. Focusing on Realtors, homebuyers and home sellers

89% or furnaces with AFUE between

efits of the product when KPMA staff

83% and 89%; $300 for installation of

member Amy Page hosted a Bioheat®

an aboveground double wall/safety

booth at the Midwest Residential En-

storage tank or $150 for installation

ergy Conference in Lexington, KY on

of an aboveground single-wall tank.

March 19 and 20th. Throughout the

In previous years CEMA offered $500

conference, she spoke with numerous

for equipment upgrades regardless

HVAC contractors and professionals in

of the new AFUE and $300 for any

the residential energy industry from

aboveground storage tank replace-

our region. Attendees were eager to

ment.

learn about the benefits of oilheat

As of August 31, 2018, CEMA has

through the Partnership for Realty

remitted $331,500 to 957 homeown-

and Oilheat Success (PRO$) program,

ers since its inception. That repre-

CEMA is supporting the industry in

sents 682 boiler/furnace upgrades

Connecticut because this group con-

and 269 storage tank replacements.

tinues to be the least informed about

The rebate program has been suc-

heating oil and the most likely to

cessful in substantially reducing fuel

consider alternative options without

consumption: on average, boiler ef-

understanding why today’s heating oil

ficiency increased from an AFUE of

remains a viable option.

76.15% to 86.2% and furnaces from

This year’s program included inoffice presentations to hundreds of
agents, distribution of thousands of
pro-oil and pro-efficiency materials to

76.14% to 85.62%. These changes
represent a reduction of approximately 61,870 gallons of heating oil
per year.

DELAWARE
MARYLAND

at real estate meetings, trade shows
and networking events.
CEMA has also launched a new
initiative to increase the technical
and practical knowledge base of the
state’s home inspectors. The program
will focus on bringing professional
education supplemented with printed

providing this service in the Commonwealth. The booth highlighted
our Bioheat® branded video featuring Woodford Oil’s Regional Manager
Scott Hacker, several publications on
the benefits of oilheat, and our popular insulated lunch totes that carry the
Bioheat® and NORA logos. Attendees
were encouraged to visit our website,
heatingkentucky.com, to learn more.
To further educate the HVAC community about the benefits of oilheat
and how to service furnace equipment, the KPMA arranged for the

hundreds of other real estate offices
and engagement with key Realtors

and how to connect with companies

Maryland and Delaware had
very active programs for assisting
homeowners. These efforts included
a rebate program for appliances and
tanks throughout the two states.
Additionally, training service

donation of several oil furnaces to
various community colleges throughout Kentucky for the purpose of education and training. The furnaces were
distributed in the fall of 2017 to Somerset, Maysville, Morehead, and Mt.
Sterling community colleges.

MAINE

and online materials to help inspec-

professionals is a high priority, and

tors do a better job of making proper

many technicians were trained

ciation (MEMA) created an education

diagnoses and supporting Connecti-

throughout the state with NORA

and efficiency effort that helped Maine

cut oilheat homeowners.

subsidies.

citizens understand the cleanliness,
value and current applications of to-

In 2016, CEMA launched the Up-

KENTUCKY

day’s modern oilheat which included

In 2017, many Kentuckians learned

ing Oil. The message of the program

grade & Save Connecticut rebate program. The program currently offers
rebates of up to $650 per home: $650
for efficiency upgrades of oilheat furnaces or boilers with an AFUE of 90%
or higher; $300 for upgrades to boilers with an AFUE between 85% and

The Maine Energy Marketers Asso-

the transition to Ultra Low Sulfur heat-

about the benefits of oilheat and Bio-

was Do Nothing and focused on the re-

heat thanks to the NORA checkoff

duction in particulate matter, NOx and

program. HVAC technicians across

the improved efficiency, while stress-

our state were educated on the ben-

ing that the consumer actually had to

®
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simply do nothing to achieve these.
MEMA also provided consumers
with the opportunity to learn more
about how to increase efficiency,
reduce usage and improve comfort
through the use of improved controls,
equipment and upgraded systems.
MEMA continued its rebate program

cians, giving them the latest skills

completed statewide media cam-

needed to install high efficiency boil-

paigns to advance consumer messag-

ers and furnaces, integrating other

ing on clean, renewable Bioheat® and

fuels into the central system and

energy efficiency using oil-fired heat-

understanding and promoting renew-

ing systems; created and produced

able liquid biofuels (Bioheat®) use in

marketing materials for retail heating

the home.

oil dealers to use with customers to

NORA provides the people of Maine

to encourage homeowners to up-

the opportunity to better understand

grade boilers, furnaces and tanks.

the role and environmental benefits

MEMA engaged in an education
program for home inspectors so that
the home inspector community understands the benefits of oilheat, biofuels, and the cleanliness of using oil
when inspecting a home. The Inspector can speak positively about oilheat
once they understand its efficiency
and cleanliness. Further, the home
inspector program fully educates inspectors on proper installation and
operation of home oil tanks. Ensuring
high quality tanks remain and poor
ones are upgraded at the time of the
real estate transaction.
MEMA further improved the Maine
Technical Education Center, which is
being used to encourage adoption of
the latest in biofuels and spotlight the
best applications and efficient uses
of biofuels and biofuel blends, including those blends made in Maine. The
Center showcases the interaction of
high-efficient equipment, controls and
ventilation, combined with existing
technologies, to assist consumers to
make cost-effective upgrades to more
fuel efficient heating oil systems. Also,
to make cost-effective modifications
to an existing heating system to improve its efficiency and reduce energy
consumption through cost-effective
energy efficiency programs while improving its safe operation.
Finally, with the help of NORA,
MEMA is training dozens of techni-

of renewable liquid biofuels; the highefficiency operation of today’s modern
oilheating equipment, and the training
to those who professionally install and
service oilheat equipment.
As a state where a majority of
homes use oilheat, the Maine Energy
Marketers Association is intent on
helping homeowners maximize their
energy efficiency and continue to
feel good about their home’s energy.
In keeping with this focus, MEMA

advance Bioheat® use, announced the
introduction of ultra-low sulfur fuel
and improve energy efficiency; and
conducted several training sessions to
advance the skills of heating technicians, customer service representatives and company owners.
The association also created and
implemented a very successful equipment rebate program whereby oil
heat customers could access up-to
$650.00 per household to replace
older boilers, furnaces and heating oil
storage tanks. The program has assisted over 2000 homeowners statewide.

launched a robust consumer educa-

Finally, the association conducted

tion and equipment rebate program

focus group research with millennials

in 2017.

to ascertain their views on oil heat,

Since the program’s launch, hundreds of homeowners have upgraded
their heating equipment, thousands
of homeowners have visited the program’s consumer-facing website and

Bioheat® and energy efficiency so that
retail heating oil dealers can meet
changing consumer demands and
concerns.
As part of its requirements under

tens of thousands of Mainers have

the Association charter and the NORA

received Efficiency Matters in Maine

authorization Act, MEMA provides

newsletters. Oilheat has a strong pres-

consumer information on Bioheat®

ence in Maine and MEMA’s efforts to

fuel on its website at massenergy-

support oilheat customers, oilheat

marketers.org. In 2017 this website

dealers and the industry at large will

was re-developed and is now device-

continue to pay dividends into the

responsive for mobile and desktop ac-

future.

cessibility. The content and design was
also revised to include additional in-

MASSACHUSETTS

formation for consumers on Bioheat®

In Massachusetts, the Massachu-

benefits and dealer service as well as

setts Energy Marketers Association
(MEMA) utilized its NORA funds to
fulfill the requirements of the NORA
statute. In the areas of consumer education and industry training, MEMA

fuel benefits, upgrades, environmental
assistance programs and the MEMA
rebate program. It also features public
information on NORA training programs and content for real estate professionals.
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try is critical. New Hampshire efforts

The early results have been extremely

and education of consumers about

include training service professionals

positive, as heating oil customers

the benefits of oilheat and Bioheat

on how to maintain oilheat equip-

have secured twice as many rebates

fuel and equipment upgrades with a

ment. They also include training for

in the program’s first six months as

radio campaign targeting Boston and

drivers. Complying with federal train-

they did in all of last year.

the surrounding areas.

ing requirements is essential for pub-

MEMA continued its outreach to
®

MICHIGAN

FMANJ offered Upgrade & Save New

lic safety, and NORA training has been

Jersey rebates in 2016 and 2017. The

essential to those ends.

program offered rebates of up to

New Hampshire also has provided

$700 per home: $300 for efficiency

information to consumers on the

upgrades of oilheat boilers, $250

brought information to oilheat cus-

benefits of efficiency, oilheat and Bio-

for efficiency upgrades of oilheat

tomers in Michigan. This web based

heat as a future fuel.

furnaces, and $700 for upgrades of

A statewide internet campaign

®

integrated heat and hot water units.

campaign was done through search
engines, social media with content
based advertising which helped to
ensure consumers in Michigan understand the value of oilheat. These
outreach ads focus on consistent
temperature, quick heat, which is
clean, safe, reliable and plentiful.
Michigan also ran statewide radio ads
directed at the benefits of oilheat and
Bioheat®. The radio ads hit a cross
section of talk shows and radio networks across the entire state.
Michigan ran tv ads on the Michigan
Out of Doors statewide tv program.
The ad advocates for the advantages
of oilheat for home and environ-

NEW JERSEY

FMANJ had minimum AFUE require-

Continuing to raise the bar, the Fuel

for hydronic boilers, 82% for steam

ments for rebate eligibility of 87%

Merchants Association of New Jersey

boilers, and 85% for furnaces, In 2016

(FMANJ) expanded its NORA-funded

FMANJ offered $900 for combination

programs and built on past successes.

heat-hot water systems.

FMANJ expanded its outreach to the
real estate community through the
Partnership for Realty and Oilheat Success (PRO$) program. This year’s program included the creation and approval of the first accredited training
course for heating oil education for
real estate professionals anywhere in
the country.
FMANJ continued to expand its

Through the Upgrade & Save New
Jersey program, FMANJ remitted
$83,350 to 172 homeowners. That
represents 46 boilers, 47 furnaces
and 79 integrated heat and hot water systems. The rebate program
successfully reduced fuel consumption: on average, boiler efficiency
increased from an AFUE of 78.77% to
86.85%, furnaces from 75% to 85.56%

ment through renewable sources like

social media outreach with the execu-

integrated systems from 79.45% to

Bioheat®. A full page ad was placed

tion of the Love My Oilheat New Jersey

87.16% AFUE and steam boilers from

in the Detroit Tigers and Detroit Red

Facebook campaign. This effort now

80.5% to 85.33%. These changes rep-

Wings game programs also focusing

boasts more than 20,000 followers.

resent a reduction of approximately

on the benefits of oilheat being clean,

Additionally, heating oil dealers were

13,773 gallons of heating oil per year.

efficient, safe and renewable.

provided with two issues of the Efficiency Matters in New Jersey newslet-

NEW HAMPSHIRE
New Hampshire has had a series

ters for distribution to their customers. These customer communications
helped dealers promote energy ef-

of programs to assist the industry.

ficiency, the advent of Bioheat® and

These activities include a robust re-

Ultra Low Sulfur Heating Oil and other

bate program. Ensuring that tanks

important topics.

are safe and equipment is modern
and efficient are the best benefits for
oilheat consumers.
Additionally, training of the indus-

A new equipment rebate program

NEW YORK
As part of its requirements under the Association charter and the
NORA authorization Act, Empire State
Energy Association (ESEA) provides
consumer information on oilheat
and Bioheat® fuel on its website at

was launched as well, with an eye

eseany.org. In 2017 this website was

towards simplifying the process and

re-developed and is now device-re-

increasing customer engagement.

sponsive for mobile and desktop ac-
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cessibility. The content and design was

and/or $200 for safety upgrades of

Island rebate program in 2015. The

also revised to include extended infor-

underground or aboveground storage

program currently offers rebates of

mation for consumers on oilheat and

tanks to new aboveground tanks.

up to $600 per home: $300 for effi-

Bioheat fuel benefits, upgrades, envi®

ronmental benefits and dealer service
as well as assistance programs and the
Upgrade & Save NY rebates from Hudson Valley Oil & Energy Council and
Upstate New York Energy Association.
It also features public information on
NORA training programs and content
for real estate professionals.

As of August 31, 2018, NYOHA has
remitted $221,200 to 469 homeowners since its inception. That represents
444 boiler/furnace/burner upgrades
and 34 storage tank replacements. The
rebate program has been successful in
substantially reducing fuel consumption: on average, boiler efficiency

ciency upgrades of oilheat furnaces or
boilers and $300 for safety upgrades
of underground or aboveground storage tanks to new aboveground tanks.
OHCC increased equipment upgrade
rebates to $500 during the summer of
2016 to promote the use of oilheat.
As of August 31, 2018, OHCC has

increased from an AFUE of 72.65% to

remitted $490,000 to 1,458 homeown-

85.14% and furnaces from 68.77% to

ers since its inception. That represents

efforts of Upstate New York Energy

85.08%. These changes represent a

3,476 equipment upgrades and 2,076

Association (UNYEA) and Hudson Val-

reduction of approximately 72,656 gal-

ley Oil & Energy Council (HVOEC) to

lons of heating oil per year.

In 2017, ESEA coordinated the joint

develop the OilheatNY.com energy
efficiency, education, training, and outreach program. This multi-dimensional
consumer program promoting energy
efficiency, equipment upgrades and
Upgrade & Save rebates included a
new consumer website, and a brand
new multi-media communications
campaign that directed consumers to
“upgrade your lifestyle” and reminded
them that “the answer is oilheat”
to their heating and environmental
concerns. These messages were disseminated via radio advertising, digital
display and search engine marketing, realty professional outreach, an
ongoing web presence optimization
campaign including monthly blogs and
social media updates, dealer training,
consumer newsletters, insert slips and
bill inserts, and prewritten content for
dealers to use as needed.
New York City
The New York Oilheat Association
(NYOHA) launched the Upgrade & Save
NYC rebate program in 2016. The program offers rebates of up to $700 per
home: $500 for efficiency upgrades of
oilheat furnaces or boilers, $100 for
upgrades to an oil burner and controls,

NYOHA continues its efforts to
reach realty professionals, agents,
brokers, Realtors® and home inspectors. Outreach is provided through a
digital newsletter distributed in the
spring and fall. Topics covered include
the benefits to both buyers and sellers when they upgrade their heating
equipment, the importance of a late
season/spring tank fill-up, service
plans and dealer reliability, and many
others.
As part of its requirements under
the Association charter and the NORA
authorization Act, NYOHA provides
consumer information on Bioheat®
fuel on its website. NYOHA also provides dealers with free copies of Hot
Ideas!, a consumer centric newsletter produced six times a year, and
formatted to fit easily in the dealers’
monthly customer mailings. Hot Ideas!
updates New York City residents on
issues ranging from the move to a
region-wide B5 Bioheat® standard,
the success of the Upgrade & Save NYC
program.
Long Island
Oil Heat Comfort Corp. (OHCC)
launched the Upgrade & Save Long

storage tank replacements. The rebate program has been successful in
substantially reducing fuel consumption: on average, boiler efficiency
increased from an AFUE of 71.37% to
85.23% and furnaces from 70.32% to
84.42%. These changes represent a
reduction of approximately 553,643
gallons of heating oil per year.
OHCC continues its efforts to
reach realty professionals, agents,
brokers, Realtors® and home inspectors. Outreach is provided through
a digital newsletter distributed in
the spring and fall. Topics covered
include information about speaking
with homebuyers/new homeowners
about oilheat; the “greening” of Long
Island; the new B5 Bioheat® standard;
the benefits of oilheat, Bioheat® and
equipment upgrades, among many
others.
As part of its requirements under
the organization charter and the
NORA authorization Act, OHCC educates and communicates with homeowners through its consumer-facing
website, which was updated to a
device responsive format in 2017. The
revamped site is easier to navigate,
whether accessed from a smartphone
or a desktop computer. Furthermore,
OHCC has placed pro-oilheat mes-
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saging on local radio stations several

reach, an ongoing web presence opti-

boiler/furnace/water heater upgrades

weeks a year for the last several years.

mization campaign including monthly

and 48 storage tank replacements.

blogs and social media updates, dealer

The rebate program has been success-

training, consumer newsletters, insert

ful in substantially reducing fuel con-

slips and bill inserts, and prewritten

sumption: on average, boiler efficiency

content for dealers to use as needed.

increased from an AFUE of 87% to 96%

Hudson Valley
Hudson Valley Oil & Energy Council
(HVOEC) launched the Upgrade &
Save Hudson Valley rebate program in
2016. The program currently offers
rebates of up to $1,250 per home:
$750 for efficiency upgrades of oilheat
furnaces or boilers and $500 for
safety upgrades of underground or
aboveground storage tanks to new
aboveground tanks. In previous years
HVOEC offered $500 for equipment

As part of its requirements under
the Association charter and the NORA

These changes represent a reduc-

authorization Act, HVOEC provides

tion of approximately 6,430 gallons of

consumer information on oilheat and

heating oil per year.

Bioheat fuel on its website.
®

NORTH CAROLINA
North Carolina did extensive out-

upgrades and $250 for storage tanks.

reach to Contractors, Home Inspectors

As of August 31, 2018, HVOEC has

and Building Professionals. Social Me-

remitted $132,000 to 264 homeown-

dia used included Facebook, Twitter,

ers since its inception. That represents

YouTube, and Google.

202 boiler/furnace/burner upgrades

North Carolina approved $70K for

and 66 storage tank replacements.

heating oil equipment rebates of

The rebate program has been success-

$1,000 per unit ($500 to home owner

ful in substantially reducing fuel con-

& $500 to HVAC contractor). The Com-

sumption: on average, boiler efficiency

mittee approved approximately $25K

increased from an AFUE of 75.72% to

for new heating oil above ground tank

85.35% and furnaces from 75.04% to

rebates of $500 per tank. Approved

83.56%. These changes represent a

mass marketing pamphlet mailed to

reduction of approximately 19,448 gal-

every HVAC licensed contractor in the

lons of heating oil per year.

State with the rebate information.

In 2017, HVOEC partnered with
Upstate New York Energy Association
(UNYEA) to develop the OilheatNY.com
energy efficiency, education, training,
and outreach program. This multi-

Committee approved Thermo Pride Oil
Unit donations to seven Community
Colleges and provided Oil Heat training to HVAC technicians as needed.
NCPCM launched the Upgrade &

dimensional consumer program pro-

Save North Carolina rebate program

moting energy efficiency, equipment

in 2016. The program currently offers

upgrades and Upgrade & Save rebates

rebates of up to $1,000 per home:

included a new consumer website,

$500 for efficiency upgrades of oilheat

and a brand new multi-media com-

furnaces, boilers or water heaters;

munications campaign that directed
consumers to “upgrade your lifestyle”
and reminded them that “the answer
is oilheat” to their heating and environmental concerns. These messages

and furnaces from 77.42% to 86.94%.

$500 to HVAC contractors to reduce
the consumer costs of installation,
and $500 for the replacement of an
aboveground or underground storage
tank with a new aboveground tank.

were disseminated via radio advertis-

As of August 31, 2018, NCPCM has

ing; digital display and search engine

remitted $94,000 to 119 homeowners

marketing, realty professional out-

since its inception. That represents 71

As part of its requirements under
the organization charter and the NORA
authorization Act, NCPCM educates
and communicates with homeowners
through its consumer-facing website
at NCOilheat.com, which was updated
to a device responsive format in 2015.
The site is easy to navigate, whether
accessed from a smartphone or a
desktop computer. This site also provides information on NORA education
& training programs, state of emergency & HOS waivers, storage tank
information, and the Upgrade & Save
rebate program.

OHIO
As part of its requirements under
the organization charter and the NORA
authorization Act, Ohio Petroleum
Marketers and Convenience Store Association (OPMCA) educates and communicates with homeowners through
its consumer-facing website at
OhioOilheatCouncil.org or OhioOilheat.
com, which was updated to a device
responsive format in 2017. The site is
easy to navigate, whether accessed
from a smartphone or a desktop
computer. This site also provides
information on NORA education &
training programs and local, federal
and association rebate and assistance
programs.
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PENNSYLVANIA
Pennsylvania like New York has
regionally based programs to ensure
the best use of funds. Thus, these reports highlight the regional efforts
Pennsylvania Statewide

home: $250 for efficiency upgrades of

homeowners. Of those rebates, 262

oilheat furnaces or boilers or $250 for

were for boilers or furnaces and 575

installation of an aboveground oilheat

for tanks. The higher efficiency equip-

storage tank.

ment has reduced fuel usage by more

As of August 31, 2018, WEST has
remitted $1,750 to 7 homeowners
since its inception. That represents 5
furnace upgrades and 2 storage tank

The Pennsylvania Petroleum As-

replacements. The rebate program

sociation (PPA) joined the Upgrade &

has been successful in reducing fuel

Save Pennsylvania rebate program in

consumption: on average, furnace

2017. The PPA program currently of-

efficiency increased from an AFUE of

fers rebates of $250 per home: $250

79.8% to 82.8%. These changes repre-

for efficiency upgrades of oilheat

sent a reduction of approximately 150

furnaces or boilers or $250 for instal-

gallons of heating oil per year.

lation of an aboveground oilheat storage tank.

The WEST program was part of the
larger Upgrade & Save Pennsylvania

As of August 31, 2018, PPA has

program. Statewide, the rebate pro-

remitted $8,250 to 33 homeowners

gram has delivered $327,250 to 837

since its inception. That represents

homeowners. Of those rebates, 262

15 boiler/furnace upgrades and 18

were for boilers or furnaces and 575

storage tank replacements. The re-

for tanks. The higher efficiency equip-

bate program has been successful in

ment has reduced fuel usage by more

substantially reducing fuel consump-

than 25,000 gallons per year, and re-

tion: on average, boiler efficiency

moved 288 tons of CO2 per year.

increased from an AFUE of 76.17% to
85.17% and furnaces from 78.33% to
83.89%. These changes represent a
reduction of approximately 1,078 gallons of heating oil per year.
The PPA program was part of the
larger Upgrade & Save Pennsylvania
program. Statewide, the rebate program has delivered $327,250 to 837
homeowners. Of those rebates, 262
were for boilers or furnaces and 575
for tanks. The higher efficiency equipment has reduced fuel usage by more
than 25,000 gallons per year, and removed 288 tons of CO2 per year.
PPA WEST
The Pennsylvania Petroleum Association WEST (WEST) joined the
Upgrade & Save Pennsylvania rebate
program in 2017. The WEST program
currently offers rebates of $250 per

PPA South Central
The South Central Pennsylvania
Energy Association (SCPEA) joined the
Upgrade & Save Pennsylvania rebate

than 25,000 gallons per year, and removed 288 tons of CO2 per year.
Chester County
CCFDA launched the Upgrade &
Save Pennsylvania rebate program in
2016 in partnership with the Delaware
Valley Fuel Dealers Association. The
CCFDA program offers rebates of up
to $750 per home: up to $500 for efficiency upgrades of oilheat furnaces or
boilers or up to $250 for installation of
an aboveground oilheat storage tank.
As of August 31, 2018, CCFDA has
remitted $57,250 to 155 homeowners
since its inception. That represents 61
boiler/furnace upgrades and 94 storage tank replacements. The rebate
program has been successful in substantially reducing fuel consumption:
on average, boiler efficiency increased
from an AFUE of 74.9% to 85.08%
and furnaces from 76.84% to 85.32%.
These changes represent a reduction of approximately 6,000 gallons of
heating oil per year.
The CCFDA program was part of the

program in 2017. The SCPEA program

larger Upgrade & Save Pennsylvania

currently offers rebates of $1,000 per

program. Statewide, the rebate pro-

home: $500 for efficiency upgrades

gram has delivered $327,250 to 837

of oilheat furnaces or boilers or $500

homeowners. Of those rebates, 262

for installation of an aboveground oil-

were for boilers or furnaces and 575

heat storage tank. An earlier program

for tanks. The higher efficiency equip-

offered only the $500 rebate for AST

ment has reduced fuel usage by more

installations.

than 25,000 gallons per year, and re-

As of August 31, 2018, SCPEA has
remitted $76,000 since its inception
for 156 storage tank replacements.
The SCPEA program was part of the
larger Upgrade & Save Pennsylvania
program. Statewide, the rebate program has delivered $327,250 to 837

moved 288 tons of CO2 per year.
Delaware Valley
DVFDA launched the Upgrade & Save
Pennsylvania rebate program in 2016.
The DVFDA program offers rebates of
up to $750 per home: up to $500 for
efficiency upgrades of oilheat furnaces
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or boilers or up to $250 for installation

several times a month with pro-oilheat

boiler efficiency increased from an

of an aboveground oilheat storage

messaging.

AFUE of 76.5% to 85.5% and furnaces

tank.
As of August 31, 2018, DVFDA has
remitted $167,500 to 456 homeowners since its inception. That represents
177 boiler/furnace upgrades and 279
storage tank replacements. The rebate
program has been successful in substantially reducing fuel consumption:
on average, boiler efficiency increased
from an AFUE of 76.3% to 86.33%
and furnaces from 77.65% to 85.12%.
These changes represent a reduction
of approximately 17,580 gallons of
heating oil per year.
The DVFDA program was part of the
larger Upgrade & Save Pennsylvania
program. Statewide, the rebate program has delivered $327,250 to 837
homeowners. Of those rebates, 262
were for boilers or furnaces and 575
for tanks. The higher efficiency equipment has reduced fuel usage by more
than 25,000 gallons per year, and removed 288 tons of CO2 per year.
As part of its requirements under
the Association charter and the NORA
authorization Act, DVFDA provides
consumer information on oilheat and
Bioheat fuel on its website at dvfda.
®

Northeast Pennsylvania
The Northeastern Pennsylvania
Energy Marketers Association (NEPA)
joined the Upgrade & Save Pennsylvania
rebate program in 2017. The NEPA
program currently offers rebates of
$1,000 per home: $500 for efficiency
upgrades of oilheat furnaces or
boilers or $500 for installation of an
aboveground oilheat storage tank. An
earlier program offered only the $500
rebate for AST installations.
As of August 31, 2018, NEPA has
remitted $9,000 since its inception for
one boiler replacement and 17 storage
tank replacements.
The NEPA program was part of the
larger Upgrade & Save Pennsylvania
program. Statewide, the rebate program has delivered $327,250 to 837
homeowners. Of those rebates, 262
were for boilers or furnaces and 575
for tanks. The higher efficiency equipment has reduced fuel usage by more
than 25,000 gallons per year, and removed 288 tons of CO2 per year.
Lehigh Valley Pennsylvania
Better Home Heat Council of Lehigh

from 76.5% to 86%. These changes
represent a reduction of approximately 387 gallons of heating oil per year.
The BHHC program was part of the
larger Upgrade & Save Pennsylvania
program. Statewide, the rebate program has delivered $327,250 to 837
homeowners. Of those rebates, 262
were for boilers or furnaces and 575
for tanks. The higher efficiency equipment has reduced fuel usage by more
than 25,000 gallons per year, and removed 288 tons of CO2 per year.
Berks-Schuylkill
The Berks-Schuylkill Oil Heat Association (BSOHA) joined the Upgrade &
Save Pennsylvania rebate program in
2017. The BSHOA program currently
offers rebates of $250 per home:
$250 for efficiency upgrades of oilheat
furnaces or boilers or $250 for installation of an aboveground oilheat storage tank.
As of August 31, 2018, BSOHA has
remitted $3,250 to 13 homeowners
since its inception. That represents 6
boiler/furnace upgrades and 7 storage tank replacements. The rebate
program has been successful in sub-

org. In 2017 this website was re-devel-

Valley (BHHC) joined the Upgrade &

stantially reducing fuel consumption:

oped and is now device-responsive for

Save Pennsylvania rebate program in

on average, boiler efficiency increased

mobile and desktop accessibility. The

2017. The BHHC program currently

from an AFUE of 76.0% to 85.0% and

content and design was also revised

offers rebates of $250 per home:

furnaces from 76.5% to 84.5%. These

$250 for efficiency upgrades of oilheat

changes represent a reduction of ap-

furnaces or boilers or $250 for instal-

proximately 546 gallons of heating oil

lation of an aboveground oilheat stor-

per year.

to include more information for consumers on oilheat, Bioheat® fuel, assistance programs and the Upgrade &
Save PA rebates. It also features an “En-

age tank.

The BSOHA program was part of
the larger Upgrade & Save Pennsylvania

ergy Savings Calculator” and content

As of August 31, 2018, BHHC has re-

for real estate professionals. DVFDA

mitted $3,250 to 13 homeowners since

program. Statewide, the rebate pro-

posts a monthly blog about home

its inception. That represents 4 boiler/

gram has delivered $327,250 to 837

heating with oilheat, which is acces-

furnace upgrades and 9 storage tank

homeowners. Of those rebates, 262

sible from the website or the DVFDA

replacements. The rebate program

were for boilers or furnaces and 575

Facebook and Twitter feeds. DVFDA

has been successful in substantially re-

for tanks. The higher efficiency equip-

updates these social media platforms

ducing fuel consumption: on average,

ment has reduced fuel usage by more
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than 25,000 gallons per year, and re-

the process of purchasing an oil-heat-

NORA-sponsored, pro-oilheat radio

moved 288 tons of CO2 per year.

ed home smoothly.

campaigns in the spring and fall. Each

Central Pennsylvania
The Oil Heat Association of Central
PA (OHACPA) joined the Upgrade &
Save Pennsylvania rebate program in
2017. The OHACPA program offers
rebates of $500 for installation of an
aboveground oilheat storage tank.
As of August 31, 2018, OHACPA has
remitted $5,000 to 10 homeowners
since its inception for 10 storage tank
replacements.
The OHACPA program was part of
the larger Upgrade & Save Pennsylvania program. Statewide, the rebate
program has delivered $327,250 to
837 homeowners. Of those rebates,
262 were for boilers or furnaces and
575 for tanks. The higher efficiency
equipment has reduced fuel usage by
more than 25,000 gallons per year,
and removed 288 tons of CO2 per
year.

Program components include a
strong focus on educating Realtors®
through in-office presentations and
seminars, networking at various in-

The Oilheat Institute of Rhode Island (OHIRI) augmented its NORA
programs this year with a focus on
Realtors®, home sellers and homebuyers of oil-heated homes. As thousands of oil-heated homes change
hands each and every year, they are
often purchased by homeowners who
aren’t all that familiar with heating oil
and who don’t have the information
they need to make the best decisions
for their families.
Through Rhode Island’s Partnership
for Realty and Oilheat Success (PRO$)
Program, Realtors® will be exposed to
key information that will help them
represent their clients’ oil-heated
properties more successfully and
help them guide their buyers through

traffic/weather sponsorships per
week promoting the benefits of oilheat.

dustry events and making materials

OHI Rhode Island produced its An-

available to both Realtors and hom-

nual Guide and NORA Update for mem-

eowners to answer questions, over-

bers and non-members, providing

come objections and improve aware-

needed updates on NORA projects,

ness about today’s heating oil.

research and training programs.

OHI Rhode Island launched the
Upgrade & Save Rhode Island rebate
program in 2016. The program offers

SOUTH CAROLINA

rebates of up to $750: $500 for ef-

The South Carolina Petroleum

ficiency upgrades of oilheat furnaces

Marketers Association has launched

or boilers or $250 for the installation

one of the most ambitious consumer-

of a new aboveground storage tank.

facing campaigns that the Palmetto

Approved equipment is defined as a

State has seen. Taking full advantage

fuel oil-dedicated boiler with higher

of its NORA funding to support the

efficiency than the existing equip-

tens of thousands of homeowners

ment and an AFUE rating of 85 or

who heat with oil in South Carolina,

higher; or a fuel-oil dedicated furnace

SCPMA launched the Oilheat South

with higher efficiency than the exist-

Carolina campaign.

ing equipment and an AFUE rating of

RHODE ISLAND

campaign placed approximately 63

Thanks to Oilheat South Carolina,

83% or higher; or a new Roth Safety

customers across the state have

Tank, conventional double bottom oil

online resources at their fingertips

storage tank, a conventional aboveg-

where they can find information

round storage tank with a tank tub or

about the benefits of heating with oil,

a fiberglass aboveground heating oil

tips for saving energy and money and

storage tank.

much more.

As of August 31, 2018, OHI Rhode
Island has remitted $107,000 to 232
homeowners since its inception. That
represents 189 boiler or furnace upgrades and 49 storage tank replacements. The rebate program has been
successful in substantially reducing
fuel consumption: on average, boiler
efficiency increased from an AFUE of

The multi-faceted campaign is providing tools to South Carolina oilheat
jobbers to help them communicate
about heating oil as energy efficient
and is also making equipment rebates available to help homeowners
upgrade their heating oil storage
tanks and install higher efficient heating oil equipment.

77.49% to 86.15% and furnaces from
78.17% to 83.92%. These changes
represent a reduction of approximately 13,993 gallons of heating oil
per year.
In 2017 OHI Rhode Island ran

VERMONT
The Vermont Department of Public
Safety requires oilheat technicians to
have a NORA Bronze, Silver or Gold
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Certification. NORA funds designated

In 2017, VPCGA expanded its con-

did additional research on tank issues

for Vermont have helped Vermonters

sumer outreach with an aggressive

to better understand that issue and

get certified or stay certified through

radio campaign, encompassing a three

respond.

continuing education programs.

week radio flight on 44 stations, blan-

In 2017, NORA help fund 43 techni-

keting Norfolk-Virginia Beach, Rich-

cal training programs in Vermont. In

mond, Roanoke-Lynchburg and Win-

total, 776 oilheat technicians, tank in-

chester. The campaign also included

stallers, and inspectors benefited from

WTOP-FM, a news station out of Wash-

these classroom and hands on training

ington D.C. Nearly 1,000 pro-oilheat

sessions.

commercials were placed during this

NORA funds were also used on a

campaign.

joint project with Vermont Realtors

®

and Home Inspectors, whose members receive continuing education
credits for a seminar on oilheat tank
safety and Vermont’s Aboveground
Storage Tank Regulations.

Virginia also offered A Real Estate
Agent’s Guide to Selling Oil Heated
Homes and A Homeowner’s Guide to
Oilheat.
To enhance the professionalism of
oilheat representatives, Virginia offered a training program for customer

VIRGINIA
Virginia Petroleum Marketers
launched the Upgrade & Save Virginia
rebate program in 2016. The program
offers rebates of $500 for efficiency
upgrades of oilheat furnaces, boilers or water heaters, $500 towards
the cost of a new chimney liner when
required by the municipality for installation of new oilheat furnace, boiler or
water heater, and $300 for the installation of a new aboveground storage
tank. Properties are limited to no more
than two appliances and two tanks per
location.
As of August 31, 2018, VPCGA has
remitted $292,600 to 702 homeowners since its inception. That represents
313 boiler or furnace upgrades and

service representatives, office staff,

substantially reducing fuel consumption: on average, boiler efficiency
increased from an AFUE of 70.44% to
85.29% and furnaces from 70.47% to
84.69%. These changes represent a
reduction of approximately 51,657 gallons of heating oil per year.

The Wisconsin Petroleum Marketers
and Convenience Association (WPMCA)
continued its campaign to promote
the benefits of heating oil and highlight oilheat’s advancements in becoming an energy efficient fuel. The Love
My Oilheat Wisconsin program has gotten significant traction since its original
launch just a few years ago.
Program components include:
• A consumer-facing website promoting the benefits of heating oil in
Wisconsin

and drivers/technicians, Customer

• A social media campaign centered

Service, The Cornerstone to Oilheat’s

on the Love My Oilheat Wisconsin

Future. This program reinforced the

Facebook page, which counts near-

participants understanding of today’s

ly 6,000 followers

oilheat, NORA and Bioheat® fuel; the
representative’s importance to their
companies and the industry; helped
them identify customer concerns; and
offered recommendations to the appropriate response to those issues.
Virginia also conducted 6 HM-126
HazMat General Awareness live training
sessions (3 locations with 2 sessions in
each location), Live Basic Electricity for
Oilheat Technicians and Reading Electrical Schematics classes in Richmond
and Norfolk, and NORA Gold Hydronics
training classes in Richmond Virginia.

395 storage tank replacements. The
rebate program has been successful in

WISONSIN

WASHINGTON
In Washington, there were two major initiatives. The first was to continue
consumer education to ensure oilheat
consumers understand the benefits
of oilheat. Additionally, there are concerns with leaking tanks. Washington

• Pay per click and search engine optimization to drive more customers
to the website
• Efficiency Matters in Wisconsin newsletters, providing dealers with tools
to promote a pro-oil and pro-efficiency message
• Funding for equipment rebates to
encourage and support the installation of new, higher-efficiency heating oil equipment
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Financial report

The following pages contain
the complete financial report
for the National Oilheat Research Alliance for its 2017-2016 fiscal years.
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S REPORT

The Board of Directors
National Oilheat Research Alliance, Inc.
Alexandria, Virginia
Scope
We have audited the accompanying financial statements of the National Oilheat Research Alliance, Inc. (the
Alliance), which comprise the statements of financial position as of December 31, 2017 and 2016, and the
related statements of activities and cash flows for the years then ended, and the related notes to the financial
statements.
Management’s Responsibility for the Financial Statements
Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these financial statements in
accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America; this includes the
design, implementation, and maintenance of internal control relevant to the preparation and fair presentation
of financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.
Auditor’s Responsibility
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on our audits. We conducted
our audits in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of America. Those
standards require that we plan and perform the audits to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the
financial statements are free from material misstatement.
An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the
financial statements. The procedures selected depend on the auditor’s judgment, including the assessment of
the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether due to fraud or error. In making those
risk assessments, the auditor considers internal control relevant to the Alliance’s preparation and fair
presentation of the financial statements in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the
circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the Alliances’s internal
control. Accordingly, we express no such opinion. An audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness of
accounting policies used and the reasonableness of significant accounting estimates made by management, as
well as evaluating the overall presentation of the financial statements.
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our
audit opinion.
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The Board of Directors
National Oilheat Research Alliance, Inc.
Alexandria, Virginia
Opinion
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the financial
position of the Alliance as of December 31, 2017 and 2016, and the changes in its net assets and its cash flows
for the years then ended in accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of
America.
Report on Supplementary Information
Our audit was conducted for the purpose of forming an opinion on the financial statements as a whole. The
Schedules of Expenses by State/Jurisdiction on pages 13-16 for the year ended December 31, 2017, are
presented for purposes of additional analysis and are not a required part of the financial statements. Such
information is the responsibility of management and was derived from and relates directly to the underlying
accounting and other records used to prepare the financial statements. The information has been subjected to
the auditing procedures applied in the audit of the financial statements and certain additional procedures,
including comparing and reconciling such information directly to the underlying accounting and other records
used to prepare the financial statements or to the financial statements themselves, and other additional
procedures in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of America. In our
opinion, the information is fairly stated in all material respects in relation to the financial statements as a
whole.

June 5, 2018

CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS
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NATIONAL OILHEAT RESEARCH ALLIANCE, INC.
STATEMENTS OF FINANCIAL POSITION
DECEMBER 31, 2017 AND 2016
ASSETS
CURRENT ASSETS
Cash
Assessments receivable
Prepaid state assessments
Other current assets

$

Total current assets

2017

2016

9,343,450 $
2,987,247
217,360
9,986

9,448,186
2,818,269
67,789
21,318

12,558,043

12,355,562

PROPERTY AND EQUIPMENT, NET

47,058

78,122

OTHER NONCURRENT ASSETS

21,146

21,146

TOTAL ASSETS

$

12,626,247 $

12,454,830

$

1,098,309 $
318,984
3,389,090
2,615,817
34,823

712,334
392,990
4,101,842
2,930,877
24,584

7,457,023

8,162,627

10,796

9,657

7,467,819

8,172,284

431,117

410,200

55,933

55,933

3,779,596
750,328
110,763
30,691
-

1,903,954
1,778,415
93,635
40,409
-

5,158,428

4,282,546

LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS
CURRENT LIABILITIES
Accounts payable
Refunds payable
State grants payable
Obligation for unallocated state rebates
Other current liabilities
Total current liabilities
OTHER NONCURRENT LIABILITIES
TOTAL LIABILITIES
NET ASSETS
Unrestricted undesignated net assets
Designated net assetsPre-2014 reauthorization net assets
National spending not yet incurredResearch, development, and demonstration - not yet obligated
Research, development, and demonstration - obligated under contract
Heating oil efficiency and upgrade - not yet obligated
Heating oil efficiency and upgrade - obligated under contract
Consumer education, safety, and training - not yet obligated
Consumer education, safety, and training - obligated under contract
Total unrestricted net assets
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS

$

12,626,247 $

12,454,830

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements.
Page 4 of 16 Pages
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NATIONAL OILHEAT RESEARCH ALLIANCE, INC.
STATEMENTS OF ACTIVITIES
FOR THE YEARS ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2017 AND 2016
2017

2016

8,851,079 $
112,484

8,604,725
47,008

Total revenue and gains/losses

8,963,563

8,651,733

EXPENSES
Program expenses:
Research, development, and demonstration
Heating oil efficiency and upgrade
Consumer education, safety, and training
Unallocated state rebates

1,909,904
1,331,227
2,665,042
1,818,717

1,477,747
1,373,239
2,757,703
2,042,506

7,724,890

7,651,195

219,188

248,101

90,849
52,754
-

118,876
40,199
416,333

143,603

575,408

8,087,681

8,474,704

875,882

177,029

4,282,546

4,105,517

5,158,428 $

4,282,546

CHANGE IN UNRESTRICTED NET ASSETS
REVENUE AND GAINS/LOSSES
Assessments revenue, net of refunds
Other income

$

Total program expenses
Administrative costs
General and special projects:
Assessment and collection costs
Annual report costs
Expenditures of pre-2014 reauthorization funds
Total general and special projects
Total expenses
CHANGE IN UNRESTRICTED NET ASSETS
NET ASSETS, BEGINNING OF YEAR
NET ASSETS, END OF YEAR

$

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements.
Page 5 of 16 Pages
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NATIONAL OILHEAT RESEARCH ALLIANCE, INC.
STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS
FOR THE YEARS ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2017 AND 2016

CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Change in net assets
Adjustments to reconcile change in unrestricted net assets
to net change in cash from operating activities:
Depreciation and amortization
Changes in assets and liabilities:
Assessments receivable
Prepaid state assessments
Other current assets
Accounts payable
Refunds payable
State grants payable
Obligation for unallocated state rebates
State grant rebates remaining under NORA Public Law 106-469
Other current liabilities
Other noncurrent liabilities
Net change in cash from operating activities

$

875,882 $

(
(
(
(
(

(

168,978)
149,571)
11,332
385,975
74,006)
712,752)
315,060)
10,239
1,139

(

$

24,029
(
(

(
(

104,736)
-

CASH, BEGINNING OF YEAR
CASH, END OF YEAR

177,029

31,064

CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES
Purchase of property and equipment
NET CHANGE IN CASH

2016

2017

298,766)
67,789)
376,961
414,221
68,167
597,677
616,488
601,592)
12,921)
9,657
1,303,161

(

104,736)

64,807)
1,238,354

9,448,186

8,209,832

9,343,450 $

9,448,186

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements.
Page 6 of 16 Pages
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NATIONAL OILHEAT RESEARCH ALLIANCE, INC.
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
DECEMBER 31, 2017 AND 2016
NOTE 1 - THE ORGANIZATION
The National Oilheat Research Alliance, Inc. (the Alliance) is a non-profit trade organization developed under the
National Oilheat Research Alliance Act of 2000 (NORA), Public Law 106-469, legislation passed by the United States
Congress and signed into law in November 2000. The law was amended in 2014 under NORA Public Law 113-79. The
Alliance was created to educate consumers about the benefits of oilheat, to perform research and development, to
encourage heating oil efficiency and upgrades, and to provide technical training to provide better customer service. The
Alliance’s Board consists of members from the oilheat industry, retail markets, wholesale distributors, public members,
and representatives from the states with the highest oilheat sales. The Alliance was incorporated on January 31, 2001.
Funding under the NORA Public Law 106-469 ceased on February 6, 2010. On February 7, 2014, the NORA Public
Law 113-79 extended the provisions of NORA Public Law 106-469 to February 6, 2019. Funding under NORA Public
Law 113-79 resumed effective April 1, 2014.
Pursuant to NORA Public Law 113-79, Congress established a limit on the use of assessments revenue of 30 percent for
consumer education, safety, and training; a minimum of at least 30 percent of assessments revenue for research,
development, and demonstration; a minimum of at least 15 percent of assessments revenue for heating oil efficiency and
upgrade; and a limit on the use of assessments revenue of 5 percent for administrative costs. In the years ended
December 31, 2017 and 2016, the Alliance was in compliance with these percentages.
NOTE 2 - SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES
Basis of Accounting
The financial statements have been prepared on the accrual basis of accounting following the Financial Accounting
Standards Board (FASB) Accounting Standards Codification (ASC), which is the sole source of authoritative accounting
principles generally accepted in the United States of America (GAAP). The Alliance reports information regarding its
financial position and activities according to three classes of net assets: unrestricted, temporarily restricted, and
permanently restricted.
Accounting Estimates
The preparation of financial statements in conformity with GAAP requires management to make estimates and
assumptions that could affect certain reported amounts of assets, liabilities, revenue, and expenses, the disclosure of
contingent assets and liabilities at the date of the financial statements, and functional allocations during the year. Actual
results could differ from those estimates.
Property and Equipment
Property and equipment purchased in excess of $1,000 are recorded at cost. Depreciation and amortization of furniture,
equipment, website development costs, and computers is computed by using the straight-line method over the estimated
useful lives of the assets. Estimated useful lives by category are three to five years for furniture, equipment, and
computers and five years for website development costs.
Assessments Receivable
An estimate of assessments to be received, but not remitted to the Alliance as of year-end, is recognized. Receivables
are charged to bad debt expense as they are deemed uncollectible based upon a periodic review of the accounts. As of
December 31, 2017 and 2016, no allowance for uncollectible accounts was considered necessary by management.
Page 7 of 16 Pages
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NATIONAL OILHEAT RESEARCH ALLIANCE, INC.
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
DECEMBER 31, 2017 AND 2016
NOTE 2 - SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (continued)
Assessments Revenue
The NORA Public Law 113-79 requires wholesale distributors of No. 1 distillate and No. 2 dyed distillate to remit an
assessment of two-tenths of one cent per gallon at the point of sale to the Alliance. If the No. 1 distillate or No. 2 dyed
distillate is imported after the point of sale, the assessment is to be made when the product enters the United States of
America. Assessments are due to be remitted to the Alliance at least quarterly.
Under NORA Public Law 113-79's collections rules, any dyed distillate or blends are subject to assessment. Some of
this fuel is used for non-heating applications and is refunded. Assessments revenue is presented in the accompanying
statements of activities net of refunds recorded of $1,264,055 and $1,282,170 for the years ended December 31, 2017
and 2016, respectively.
Income Tax Status
The Alliance received a determination letter from the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) that it has been granted an
exemption from federal income taxes and it qualifies under Section 501(c)(6) of the Internal Revenue Code. The
Alliance believes its operations are consistent with the nature of their exemption granted by the IRS. There is no current
liability for income taxes on unrelated business income and no temporary differences resulting in deferred taxes as of
December 31, 2017 and 2016.
The Alliance is required to measure, recognize, present, and disclose in its financial statements uncertain income tax
positions the Alliance has taken in the tax years that remain subject to examination or expects to take on an income tax
return. The Alliance recognizes the tax benefits from uncertain income tax positions only if it is more likely than not the
tax position will be sustained on examination by tax authorities. The Alliance recorded no liability for uncertain income
tax positions for any open tax years.
Subsequent Events
The Alliance has evaluated subsequent events through June 5, 2018, which is the date the financial statements were
available to be issued.
Reclassifications
Certain 2016 amounts have been reclassified to conform with 2017 classifications.
NOTE 3 - CONCENTRATIONS OF CREDIT RISK
The Alliance has exposure to credit risk on its cash and investments held in broker-managed accounts. The assets are
insured by the Securities Investor Protection Corporation (SIPC), which protects investors for up to $500,000 including a
maximum of $250,000 for claims of cash if the brokerage firm holding the assets becomes insolvent, but it does not
insure the underlying assets of $9,343,450 as of December 31, 2017. Management does not consider this a significant
concentration of credit risk.

Page 8 of 16 Pages
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NATIONAL OILHEAT RESEARCH ALLIANCE, INC.
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
DECEMBER 31, 2017 AND 2016
NOTE 4 - COMMITMENTS AND CONTINGENCIES
The Alliance has entered into operating lease agreements for office space and a liquid fuels research center. Total rent
expense under these leases was $99,795 and $92,118 for the year ended December 31, 2017 and 2016, respectively.
Future minimum lease payments are as follows for the years ending December 31:
2018
2019
2020

$

79,729
82,121
84,584

Total

$

246,434

From time to time, the Alliance may receive inquiries from government agencies, because of the nature of its funding
sources. Management does not expect the result of such inquiries to impact the financial information of the Alliance.
NOTE 5 - PROGRAM SERVICES
The NORA Public Law 113-79 places requirements on how the Alliance can spend the assessments it collects. At the
beginning of each year, the Alliance makes an estimate of what total assessments are anticipated to be in the coming
year. Grants are made to state organizations and national campaigns are undertaken based on the estimates. Actual
assessments revenue differ from the estimates. The difference between the estimates and actual assessments are to be
reflected in the grants made in future years. The law establishes strict percentage allocations for program spending and
these percentages are tied to the revenue received from assessments. Management has developed procedures to ensure
these percentages are reflected in budgets and carried forward as appropriate. Variances between the percentages
disclosed in the program descriptions below are descriptive of the current year's operations and management believes
they do not indicate non-compliance with the statute.
Research, Development, and Demonstration
The NORA Public Law 113-79 requires the Alliance to ensure not less than 30 percent of the assessments collected for
each calendar year under the NORA Public Law 113-79 are used by qualified state associations or the Alliance to
conduct research, development, and demonstration activities relating to oilheat fuel, including the development of
energy-efficient heating systems to be placed into the marketplace. This also includes the Alliance, in conjunction with
an institution or organization engaged in biofuels research, to develop consumer education materials describing the
benefits of using biofuels as or in oilheat fuel based on the technical information developed.
In 2017, the Alliance granted or expended $1,909,904 for the research, development, and demonstration program,
including $1,351,442 in grants and spending of past years assessments revenue. The Alliance also budgeted $2,110,000
in additional national spending from 2017 assessments revenue to be spent subsequent to year-end for the research,
development, and demonstration program, making the total for 2017, 30 percent of net assessments revenue.
Additionally, unallocated state rebates of 2017 assessments revenue will be used for the research, development, and
demonstration program.
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NATIONAL OILHEAT RESEARCH ALLIANCE, INC.
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
DECEMBER 31, 2017 AND 2016
NOTE 5 - PROGRAM SERVICES (continued)
Heating Oil Efficiency and Upgrade
The NORA Public Law 113-79 requires the Alliance to ensure not less than 15 percent of the assessments collected for
each calendar year under the NORA Public Law 113-79 are used by qualified state associations or the Alliance to carry
out programs to assist consumers (i) to make cost-effective upgrades to more fuel efficient heating oil systems or
otherwise make cost-effective modifications to an existing heating system to improve the efficiency of the system, (ii) to
improve energy efficiency or reduce energy consumption through cost-effective energy efficiency programs for
consumers, or (iii) to improve the safe operation of a heating system.
In 2017, the Alliance granted or expended $1,331,227 for the heating oil efficiency and upgrade program, including
$96,997 in grants and spending of past years assessments revenue. The Alliance also budgeted $100,000 in additional
national spending from 2017 assessments revenue to be spent subsequent to year-end for the heating oil efficiency and
upgrade program, making the total for 2017, 15 percent of net assessments revenue. Additionally, unallocated state
rebates of 2017 assessments revenue will be used for the heating oil efficiency and upgrade program.
Consumer Education, Safety, and Training
The NORA Public Law 113-79 requires the Alliance to ensure not more than 30 percent of the assessments collected for
each calendar year under the NORA Public Law 113-79 are used (i) to conduct consumer education activities relating to
oilheat fuel, including providing information to consumers on energy conservation strategies, safety, new technologies
that reduce consumption or improve safety and comfort, the use of biofuel blends, and federal, state, and local programs
designed to assist oilheat fuel consumers, (ii) to conduct worker safety and training activities relating to oilheat fuel,
including energy efficiency training, (iii) to carry out other activities recommended by the Secretary of Energy, or (iv) to
establish a data collection process to track equipment, service, and related safety issues to develop measures to improve
safety.
In 2017, the Alliance granted or expended $2,665,042 for the consumer education, safety, and training program,
including $40,409 in grants and spending of past year's assessments revenue. The Alliance also budgeted $286,007 in
additional national spending from 2017 assessments revenue for the consumer education, safety, and training program,
of which $30,691 remained unspent as of December 31, 2017, making the total for 2017, 30 percent of net assessments
revenue.
Unallocated State Rebates
In addition to the specific program commitments discussed previously, the Alliance has committed $1,818,717, which is
21 percent of net 2017 assessment revenue, for state rebates that have not yet been allocated to a program specified in
the NORA Public Law 113-79. The Alliance plans to allocate these state rebates to the research, development, and
demonstration and/or heating oil efficiency and upgrade programs. State organizations develop detailed plans for use of
the rebates to do work under these programs. These funds will be allocated between programs in accordance with the
requirements of NORA Public Law 113-79 as discussed previously.
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NATIONAL OILHEAT RESEARCH ALLIANCE, INC.
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
DECEMBER 31, 2017 AND 2016
NOTE 6 - STATE GRANTS PAYABLE AND OBLIGATION FOR UNALLOCATED REBATES
Under NORA Public Law 113-79, the Alliance has entered into various agreements with state organizations, which may
require periodic payment of grant funds. The outstanding grant liability by program is as follows as of December 31:

Research, development, and demonstration
Heating oil efficiency and upgrade
Consumer education, safety, and training
Unallocated state rebates
Total

2017

2016

$

994,231 $
1,247,501
1,147,358
2,615,817

986,809
1,848,236
1,266,797
2,930,877

$

6,004,907 $

7,032,719

NOTE 7 - ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSE CAP
NORA Public Law 113-79 requires the Alliance to limit expenditures for “Administrative” costs to five percent of
revenue generated by assessment remittances beginning April 1, 2014. In 2017, the Alliance expended $219,188 for
Administrative expenses, which was 2 percent of net assessments revenue in the year ended December 31, 2017. In
2016, the Alliance expended $248,101 for Administrative expenses, which was 3 percent of net assessments revenue in
the year ended December 31, 2016. Thus, management believes the Alliance is in compliance with NORA Public Law
113-79.
NOTE 8 - COLLECTION COSTS
The Alliance has also developed an audit system for collections compliance and has the legal authority to conduct audits
to ensure member compliance. Collection costs include the costs incurred to process annual assessments, to publicize
the collection system, and to ascertain compliance as stipulated by NORA Public Law 113-79. Collection costs were
$90,849 and $118,876 for the years ended December 31, 2017 and 2016, respectively.
NOTE 9 - DESIGNATED NET ASSETS
Pre-2014 Reauthorization Designated Net Assets
As discussed previously, NORA Public Law 113-79 became effective April 1, 2014. The Alliance designated the
remaining net assets under the former NORA Public Law 106-469 for use in a national oilheat education program. As of
December 31, 2017 and 2016, $55,933 remained unspent and are designated for future use.
State Grants and Rebates Made After Year-End Designated Net Assets
The Alliance establishes a budget for net assessments revenue and makes state grants and obligations for state rebates
based on this budget. Actual results were not substantially different than this initial budget.
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NATIONAL OILHEAT RESEARCH ALLIANCE, INC.
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
DECEMBER 31, 2017 AND 2016
NOTE 9 - DESIGNATED NET ASSETS (continued)
National Spending Not Yet Incurred Designated Net Assets
Included within the budget is $4,671,378 and $3,816,413 in national spending of assessments revenue, which had not yet
been incurred as of December 31, 2017 and 2016, respectively. The Alliance has designated net assets in these amounts
for future program spending, some of which, the Alliance has approved contracts to expend.
NOTE 10 - PROPERTY AND EQUIPMENT
Property and equipment consist of the following as of December 31:
2017
Furniture
Equipment
Website development costs
Computers
Less: accumulated depreciation and amortization
Total

$

(
$

2016

5,641 $
68,206
45,450
7,758
79,997) (

5,641
68,206
45,450
10,724
51,899)

47,058 $

78,122

Total depreciation and amortization expense on property and equipment for the years ended December 31, 2017 and
2016, was $31,064 and $24,029, respectively.
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NATIONAL OILHEAT RESEARCH ALLIANCE, INC.
SUPPLEMENTAL SCHEDULE OF EXPENSES BY STATE/JURISDICTION RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT, AND DEMONSTRATION
FOR THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2017
Amounts
Granted/
Expended
in 2017
STATE GRANTSConnecticut
Delaware
Idaho
Indiana
Kentucky
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New York NYOHA
UNYEA
HVOEC
OHILI
North Carolina
Ohio
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
Virginia
Vermont
Washington
Washington, D.C.
Wisconsin

$

NATIONAL
TOTAL STATE GRANTS AND NATIONAL
SPENDING

$

2017 State
Grants Made
After
Year-End

63,497 $
3,407
223
782
7,483
41,382
17,424
67,630
17,759
223
25,187
32,558

-

32,806
30,951
15,125
28,513
17,982
13,962
78,408
15,246
6,869
17,982
13,626
4,356
391
9,885

-

1,346,247

-

1,909,904 $

-

2017 National
Spending Not
Yet Incurred
$

-

Total
$

-

$

63,497
3,407
223
782
7,483
41,382
17,424
67,630
17,759
223
25,187
32,558
32,806
30,951
15,125
28,513
17,982
13,962
78,408
15,246
6,869
17,982
13,626
4,356
391
9,885

2,110,000

3,456,247

2,110,000 $

4,019,904

In addition to these amounts, the unallocated state rebates detailed in the accompanying supplemental schedule of expenses
by state/jurisdiction - unallocated state rebates will be used for either this program or for the heating oil efficiency and
upgrade program.

See independent auditor's report.
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NATIONAL OILHEAT RESEARCH ALLIANCE, INC.
SUPPLEMENTAL SCHEDULE OF EXPENSES BY STATE/JURISDICTION HEATING OIL EFFICIENCY AND UPGRADE
FOR THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2017
Amounts
Granted/
Expended
in 2017
STATE GRANTSConnecticut
Delaware
Idaho
Indiana
Kentucky
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New York NYOHA
UNYEA
HVOEC
OHILI
North Carolina
Ohio
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
Virginia
Vermont
Washington
Washington, D.C.
Wisconsin

$

NATIONAL
TOTAL STATE GRANTS AND NATIONAL
SPENDING

$

2017 State
Grants Made
After
Year-End

140,332 $
7,529
494
1,728
16,539
91,456
38,508
149,465
39,249
494
55,664
71,956

-

72,502
71,043
33,428
63,016
39,742
30,856
173,286
33,694
15,181
39,742
30,115
9,627
864
21,846

-

82,871

-

1,331,227 $

-

2017 National
Spending Not
Yet Incurred
$

-

Total
$

100,000
$

100,000 $

140,332
7,529
494
1,728
16,539
91,456
38,508
149,465
39,249
494
55,664
71,956
72,502
71,043
33,428
63,016
39,742
30,856
173,286
33,694
15,181
39,742
30,115
9,627
864
21,846
182,871
1,431,227

In addition to these amounts, the unallocated state rebates detailed in the accompanying supplemental schedule of expenses
by state/jurisdiction - unallocated state rebates will be used for either this program or for the research, development, and
demonstration program.

See independent auditor's report.
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NATIONAL OILHEAT RESEARCH ALLIANCE, INC.
SUPPLEMENTAL SCHEDULE OF EXPENSES BY STATE/JURISDICTION CONSUMER EDUCATION, SAFETY, AND TRAINING
FOR THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2017
Amounts
Granted/
Expended
in 2017
STATE GRANTSConnecticut
Delaware
Idaho
Indiana
Kentucky
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New York NYOHA
UNYEA
HVOEC
OHILI
ESEA
North Carolina
Ohio
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
Virginia
Vermont
Washington
Washington, D.C.
Wisconsin

$

NATIONAL
TOTAL STATE GRANTS AND NATIONAL
SPENDING

$

2017 State
Grants Made
After
Year-End

2017 National
Spending Not
Yet Incurred

269,294 $
14,448
947
3,316
31,737
175,503
73,896
286,820
75,317
947
106,818
138,081

-

138,299
108,571
63,764
119,872
3,780
76,264
59,211
332,532
64,659
29,132
76,264
57,790
18,474
1,658
41,922

-

-

138,299
108,571
63,764
119,872
3,780
76,264
59,211
332,532
64,659
29,132
76,264
57,790
18,474
1,658
41,922

295,726

-

30,691

326,417

2,665,042 $

-

$

$

-

Total
$

30,691 $

269,294
14,448
947
3,316
31,737
175,503
73,896
286,820
75,317
947
106,818
138,081

2,695,733

See independent auditor's report.
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NATIONAL OILHEAT RESEARCH ALLIANCE, INC.
SUPPLEMENTAL SCHEDULE OF EXPENSES BY STATE/JURISDICTION UNALLOCATED STATE REBATES
FOR THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2017
Amounts
Granted/
Expended
in 2017
UNALLOCATED STATE REBATESConnecticut
Delaware
Idaho
Indiana
Kentucky
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New York NYOHA
UNYEA
HVOEC
OHILI
North Carolina
Ohio
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
Virginia
Vermont
Washington
Washington, D.C.
Wisconsin
TOTAL UNALLOCATED STATE REBATES

$

$

2017 State
Rebates After
Year-End

206,789 $
11,094
727
2,546
24,371
134,767
56,744
220,247
57,835
727
82,024
106,031

-

106,837
83,872
49,258
92,858
58,563
45,468
255,348
49,651
22,370
58,563
44,377
14,186
1,273
32,191

-

1,818,717

$

-

2017 National
Spending Not
Yet Incurred
$

-

Total
$

$

-

206,789
11,094
727
2,546
24,371
134,767
56,744
220,247
57,835
727
82,024
106,031
106,837
83,872
49,258
92,858
58,563
45,468
255,348
49,651
22,370
58,563
44,377
14,186
1,273
32,191

$

1,818,717

These unallocated state rebates will be allocated to either the research, development, and demonstration or the heating oil
efficiency and upgrade programs based on detailed plans for use of the rebates to be submitted by the states.

See independent auditor's report.
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